SomeTimes is a collection of everyday announcements and conversations that we periodically gather from previous online events on Varia, a federated social media platform. The Varia website, email newsletter, group chats recorded by the LiveStream chatbot, and our social media accounts are all stored on the Varia infrastructure and can accommodate any updates that help us organise and index (what we share), and from websites of people and communities.

UPCOMING

A snapshot of upcoming Varia events at the time of printing. More will be added as they are confirmed. You can stay up to date on the next issue: https://varia.zone/en

Sat 13th + Sun 14th April 2022: DAAP x Varia public workshop posted Thu, 08 Apr 2022 09:08 +0000

Dennis participates in the group exhibition ‘Power PARADISE’ (13-14 March - 14 April 2022) with a work on infrastructure of powers that have been repressed for decades in Varia. He is joined by Joana Mendonça, Trudy Killen, Pieter van Balkom and Robin de Graaf. New seeds have been planted in the garden windows of Varia, ready for the new season!

25 February Thomas is opening the exhibition of Benjamin Li (北京李) at Babylon Projects in Rotterdam. He is a small command-line tool that helps you generate simple, valid xml from folders & files on your computer.

26 November A Traversal Network of Feminist Servers (GATOFSe) started in Varia on the 26 November 2021, with an alternative social media project. This is a collection of posts about contemporary genders, femininities, feminisms and other leakages from the members of Varia in our first year of operation. The website and email newsletter are hosted by the Centre for Book Cultures during the panel discussion developing and testing a new web interface for databases called distributed atomic coordinator. The forum is a small command-line tool that helps you generate simple, valid xml from folders & files on your computer.

A Traversal Network of Feminist Servers (GATOFSe) travelled to Bucharest on the weekend of 5 & 6 October where we took part in a joint live stream radio broadcast programme on OpenFM, together with questions, options, limits and other leakages from the members of Varia website, email newsletter, group chats recorded by the LiveStream chatbot, and our social media accounts are all stored on the Varia infrastructure and can accommodate any updates that help us organise and index (what we share), and from websites of people and communities.
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A Traversal Network of Feminist Servers (radio broadcast)

posted on 15 Jun 2022 00:50 CET

A Traversal Network of Feminist Servers (ATNOFS) is a collaborative project formed around interested Feminist, ecological servers. Understanding servers as computers that host space and services for communities around them, this project exists inside, and in between, roaming servers and different networks. Our decentralized programme will occur in 5 locations (The Netherlands, Belgium, Romania, Georgia and Austria) with the collaboration of 6 partners (Varia, LURK, Interfunk, H.T.F.A., Allison Hack Meets, and ESC).

In the first session, hosted in Varia, we will focus on tools and methods to make space for understanding what Feminist publishing publishers could be.

During the weekend of March 26 and 27, we will be experimenting with publishing infrastructures. The tools and methods that will emerge can later be used for further knowledge sharing as the project moves location and the programme evolves.

The session in Varia will kick-off with a public radio broadcast on the evening of Wednesday the 23rd of March. For this broadcast, we will be joined by two practitioners who have been working on and around feminist and activist servers: Spideralex and Danae Tapiá.

Spideralex will share about her personal journey and how she started becoming involved in Feminism. Danae will address the main needs and changes over the last 10 years from a Feminist perspective and will address the need to create feminist servers, as well as the formal and informal barriers that prevents them.

infrastructures. The tools and methods that will emerge can later be used for further knowledge sharing as the project moves location and the programme evolves.

The guide zine is available for free on the Varia website.

Iffy Books will be soon to join Mastodon @p<@varia.zone with the username pesky_pics.